
Global Agricultural Lubricant Market is
Expected to Grow at a CAGR of 5.5% during
the Forecast Period 2020-2027

The global Agricultural Lubricant market is expected to grow USD 4.1 billion by 2027, at a CAGR of

5.5% during the forecast period 2020-2027.

NEWARK, UNITED STATES, NEW JERSEY, September 7, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Fior Markets

has recently released a research report titled Agricultural Lubricant Market by Type (Synthetic

Lubricants, Bio-Based Lubricant, Mineral Oil Lubricants), Applicant (Hydraulics, Implements,

Greasing, Engines, Gear & Transmission, Engines), Region, Global Industry Analysis, Market Size,

Share, Growth, Trends, and Forecast 2019 To 2027.

The global Agricultural Lubricant market is expected to grow from USD 2.7 billion in 2019 to USD

4.1 billion by 2027, at a CAGR of 5.5% during the forecast period 2019-2027. The largest

contributor to the global agricultural lubricant market is Asia-Pacific region, as the countries in

this region has agriculture as their prime occupation. China being the largest producer of

tomato, cotton and rice.  India, in the coming years will have the highest growth due to

agricultural regulations by the government. North America is the second largest in this market,

followed by Europe.

The major players of the agricultural lubricants market include, Exol Lubricants, ExxonMobil,

Schaeffer Manufacturing Co., Philips 66, Gulf Oil Lubricants India, shell, Norman Oils, Chevron

Corporation. These players use various strategies like acquisition, joint venture or merger to

sustain in the competitive market.

DOWNLOAD FREE SAMPLE REPORT: https://www.fiormarkets.com/report-detail/418378/request-

sample

Gulf oil in partnership with pitstop has come in a contract to start doorstep repairs and car

services in many cities. This alliance also aims to launch 250 vans.

Due to COVID-19 pandemic and decrease in commodity price, ExxonMobil has decided to reduce

spending.

The type segment includes Synthetic lubricants, Bio-based lubricants and Mineral oil. Mineral oil

segment has the largest share in the agricultural lubricant market. As it’s easily available and of
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low cost. Though there has been a shift to bio-based and synthetic lubricants from mineral oil,

but the agriculture sector continues to utilize mineral oil because of its low cost and easy

availability.

The application segment includes, hydraulics, implements, greasing, gear & transmission and

engines. Engine segment dominates the market in terms of volume and value, followed by gears

and transmission. The large share is by the farm tractor, as the tractor has at least one engine

and consumes some amount of lubricant which is more than other parts of the tractor. The

fastest growth is witness by the hydraulics segment.

The increasing population demand for food is rising which in turn demands high productivity of

agricultural products which is the main factor of driving the market. Also, adapting new

agricultural practices and providing monetary support by government to farmers, also helps the

market to grow. But with all these drivers, the high cost of agricultural lubricants and weak

performances of some many restrain the growth of the agricultural lubricant market.

Encouraging small-scale farmers to use lubricants is a very tough challenge. So, small-scale

farmers with low capital also hinder the growth of this market.

Click Here to Access Full Report Copy

About the report:

The global Agricultural Lubricant market is analyzed on the basis of value (USD Billion), volume (K

Units), export (K Units), and import (K Units). All the segments have been analyzed on a global,

regional, and country basis. The study includes an analysis of more than 30 countries for each

segment. The report offers an in-depth analysis of driving factors, opportunities, restraints, and

challenges for gaining key insight into the market. The study includes porter’s five forces model,

attractiveness analysis, raw material analysis, and competitor position grid analysis.

Customization of the Report:

The report can be customized as per client requirements. For further queries, you can contact us

on sales@fiormarkets.com or +1-201-465-4211. Our executives will be pleased to understand

your requirements and offer you the best-suited reports.

About Fior Markets

Fior Markets is a futuristic market intelligence company, helping customers flourish their

business strategies and make better decisions using actionable intelligence. With a transparent

information pool, we meet clients’ objectives, commitments on high standards and targeting

possible prospects for SWOT analysis and market research reports. Fior Markets deploys a wide

range of regional and global market intelligence research reports including industries like

technology, pharmaceutical, consumer goods, food and beverages, chemicals, media, materials

and many others. Our Strategic Intelligence capabilities are purposely planned to boost your

business extension and elucidate the vigor of a diverse industry. We hold distinguished units of

highly expert analysts and consultants according to their respective domains. The global market
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research reports we provide involve both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the current

market scenario as per the geographical regions segregated and comprehensive performance in

different regions with a global approach.
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